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THE CIO WAS CLEAR; WE

NEEDED ACTIONABLE

INSIGHT INTO OUR

CRITICAL SUPPLIERS

Additionally, my team is responsible for
managing the “tail spend” in our category
which amounts to another $1 billion
annually, passing through many
hundreds of suppliers. Our scope
includes infrastructure, applications
development, software, and most of the
other usual suspect sub-categories. 
 
About nine months ago, as we were
grinding through and iterating this year’s
IT Category strategy and plans, our team
and the IT senior leadership team,
identified a clear area for improvement.
We needed a much better set of tools to
“X-ray” our suppliers. As my CIO said in
one of our planning sessions, we need
real actionable insight into, and business
intelligence on, our suppliers. No more
Google alerts or over-reliance on static
reporting from research houses. 
 
The mandate was for a combination of
internet-based journalism and opinion
pieces, complimented by real-time social
media sources. After an extensive search,
we discovered Meronimi IntelligenceHub,
or iHub. The outcomes have exceeded
our expectations. 
 
Today, armed with iHub dashboards,
which are set up for all of our Platinums,
plus several hot topic theme dashboards,
we’ve seen marked improvements in our
ability to anticipate supply risks like
financial distress, supplier management
instability or “palace intrigue”, as well as
a take on recruitment and staffing issues. 

A WEEK IN THE LIFE

...I am responsible for managing an annual spend of

approximately $3 billion, spanning around 30 tier

one or “Platinum Partners”.  

AS AN IT CATEGORY DIRECTOR FOR A 

GLOBAL FINANCIAL SERVICES FIRM...
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Based on our preferences, we receive
e-mail alerts on urgent topics which we
can adjust and refine. The platform also
allows us to do our own digging and
analysis; which has yielded some
surprising and helpful pieces of
supplier insight. 
 
I wouldn’t say it's an “X-ray” (yet) but its
close and in a different league to
yesterday. The suppliers also feel we
are fully engaged and aware of hot
topics, which has helped in terms of
these suppliers’ willingness to share
and partner more closely. Now, they
know we are monitoring them and
watching our wider supply markets.  
 
Let's look at a week in the life of our
team leveraging IntelligenceHub... 



S O  H E R E 'S  t h e  W E E K . . .

M O N D A Y Ahead of negotiations with one of our Platinums this evening, spent 30
minutes in my iHub supplier dashboard reading the latest web news and
gauging social media sentiment. Uncovered several helpful factoids including
a pending market closure relevant to my business, a large and embarrassing
class action lawsuit settled, and some senior executive changes rumored.
Brought findings into my negotiations and generated some helpful leverage
as my supplier Account Manager was “unaware”. 
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T U E S D A Y Preparing for our regular CIO update meeting with her leadership team. Was
asked to summarize our Platinums’ capabilit ies and provide case studies on
driving successful data center cloud migration. Mostly interested in examples
outside our industry. Given how industry siloed our suppliers are, the supplier
account team struggled to pull anything meaningful together. Spent 90
minutes with iHub Analytics and in some of our other supplier
dashboards. Found four relevant and recent case studies; three with our
incumbent suppliers. Also found the Twitter account handles of several
helpful executives that I contacted for more details on the case studies.
Shared these with our CIO and her team, and we drove a demand for
innovation in our account citing these examples with our incumbents.  

W E D N E S D A Y A member of my team leveraged iHub’s e-mail alerts to become aware of
developments in specific regulatory and tax issues in a key area of our
business that's touched by one of our Platinums. Got the alert overnight, and
read and acted on it immediately this morning. Helped to support the need for
driving a contentious rebate negotiation with a supplier which should help
offset some of the new costs coming from the tax change. Fingers crossed. 

T H U R S D A Y Over morning coffee and a browse of iHub headlines, saw breaking news of
scandalous story on the web but not yet viral in social media, involving one of
our key suppliers in a key emerging market in Eastern Europe. Working with
my team, we drafted discussion points and questions for our CPO and CFO
who held a conference call with the supplier’s leadership team six hours later.
The news had not even broken widely yet.  

F R I D A Y Received a note just before lunch that next week, my CEO will be seated at a
table at a benefit event along side his counterpart from one of my Platinum
suppliers, A dossier of interesting and relevant talking points requested.
Querying iHub over lunch found several new product and service rumors,
some executive leadership changes, and well sourced M&A rumor on social
media. Summarized and packaged for my CEO and received kudos heading
out for the weekend. 
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j o i n  o u r  we b i n a r s

For more information and senior networking,

we invite you to join one of our informative

webinars where we demo al l  the key

funct ional i ty of  Intel l igenceHub and

exclusively preview new features.  We wil l

also present a l ively faci l i tated conversat ion

with prominent Chief  Procurement Off icers

on the topic of  the Supply Intel l igence Gap

and why closing i t  matters more than ever .

To register or for more
information, just click...

Meronimi Limited All Rights Reserved 
www.meronimi.com

find out more about the difference 

intelligencehub can make to 

your working week...

http://bit.ly/2NZ9loW
https://www.meronimi.com/



